EQUIPMENT SHIPPED

- FoxBox Rack;
- Wall power supply;
- USB cable;
- GSM antennae.

Note: all the components have been tested before the shipment.

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

- Electricity source (100 – 240 VAC);
- FoxBox LX800, GT or similar;
- Working SIM card(s), able to send and receive SMS.

Note: please check that you are installing the device in a place with enough GSM coverage. You can do it using a common mobile phone.

COMPONENTS INSTALLATION

Note: before starting the installation, please check that the SIM doesn’t have a PIN code. In case there is, please remove it using a common mobile phone.

01. Screw all the antennas.
02. Insert SIM cards, paying attention to the correct verse.
03. Connect FoxBox Rack to your FoxBox LX800 using the USB cable.
04. Plug in the electric power supply.
05. Turn on FoxBox Rack and all SIM cards related switch.
06. Turn on your FoxBox device.

This picture show the correct SIM cards insertion verse.

You can find all the updates, the plugins, the widgets and the bug-fixes visiting: www.smsfoxbox.it